
FILE ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT
Regain control of your file shares. ZL Tech gives organizations the tools they need to 
defensibly clean up file shares, uncover insights, and apply long-term governance 
policies. ZL Tech can be deployed globally for multinational organizations with file 
shares in multiple locations, offering both a regional and a global view of policies.

PRIVACY
Find, control, and remediate sensitive data for true privacy by design. ZL Tech 
enables organizations to identify personal data with pattern recognition and 
remediate it in compliance with privacy regulations, such as the California Consumer 
Protection Act (CCPA) and the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

COMPLIANCE
Reduce risks and stay ahead of the evolving regulatory landscape. ZL Tech delivers 
sophisticated compliance and supervision capabilities driven by a highly granular 
lexical system. Used by four of the top five banks for SEC and FINRA compliance, 
ZL Tech offers cutting-edge capabilities:

 Echo Reduction technology that dramatically reduces review time

 Surround Queries, which combine a string of lexical rules to precisely identify 
violations and minimize false positives

 A built-in analytics dashboard that provides even more insight

DISCOVERY
Arm your legal team with evidence to win or settle early. ZL Tech transforms the 
left-hand side of the EDRM by searching the entire enterprise—beyond pre-defined 
custodians—to find relevant documents from day one. Delivering unparalleled 
search functionality, ZL Tech centralizes the preservation of enterprise emails, file 
shares, and collaboration tools so that users can search across billions of documents 
in seconds. Built-in analytics further provide users deep, instantaneous insight into 
documents and cases.

RECORDS
Preserve your corporate memory. ZL Tech delivers both in-place and archiving-
based records management across all data sources. From a centralized platform, 
users can apply classification and retention policies—including time-, event-, and 
metadata-based triggers. Policies are executed in synergy with eDiscovery and 
Compliance functions for true unified governance.

ANALYTICS
Leverage data control to enhance corporate intelligence. While organizations have 
been creating data in more ways than ever, until now they were unable to harness it 
for analytics and answer hard-hitting questions:

 How is my remote workforce functioning? What are the pitfalls we face?

 Who are the top performers and subject matter experts?

 Who has the strongest relationship with a customer or partner?

ZL Tech introduces an entirely new approach to analytics, bringing together all 
human-created data to uncover insights previously hidden beneath the surface.

Unifying Solutions

Unifying Data Sources

Unified information governance for employee-created data.

EMAIL
ZL Tech enables comprehensive management and archiving of email data, 
including Microsoft Exchange, Gmail, and more. For regulatory compliance and 
improved email management, ZL Tech captures content, metadata, 
attachments, notes, calendar items, and folder information.

FILE SHARES
Shedding light on dark data, ZL Tech manages all files—in-place and archived. 
Leveraging complete control over file metadata and content, organizations can 
clean up bloated file shares by removing redundant, outdated, and trivial (ROT) 
data.

MICROSOFT 365
ZL Tech enables governance of the entire Microsoft 365 ecosystem, including 
Exchange Online, OneDrive, SharePoint Online, and more.

MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT
Ending SharePoint sprawl permanently, ZL Tech ingests Microsoft SharePoint 
content and metadata for enterprise eDiscovery, records management, 
compliance, and other functions.

MICROSOFT TEAMS
ZL Tech captures the critical components of every interaction that occurs within 
Microsoft Teams, including content such as messages, files, reactions, and the 
context surrounding these interactions. Thereby providing functionality for 
users to apply governance policies and review messages for compliance with 
SEC and FINRA rules.

INSTANT MESSAGE AND SMS
ZL Tech supports archiving of all Microsoft and Bloomberg IM platforms, as well 
as Blackberry Enterprise Server compatibility to capture and manage SMS, 
PIN-to-PIN logs, and call logs.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Ensuring compliance across social media platforms, such as Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Twitter, and more, ZL Tech enables an indelible record of activity—
even if posts and settings are edited or removed over time.

LEGACY SYSTEMS
ZL Tech provides the most comprehensive platform for archiving and migrating 
data from legacy systems and databases for application sunsetting.
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No more silos, know more data. 
ZL Tech delivers seamless in-place management 
alongside archiving, in a singular, unified platform.

ZL Tech is unique in its ability to bring 
together all governance functions under 

a single, centralized platform—truly 
unifying information governance.
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